Effect of frequency chirp on supercontinuum generation in photonic crystal fibers with two zero-dispersion wavelengths.
The effect of initial frequency chirp is investigated numerically to obtain efficient supercontinuum radiation in photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) with two closely spaced zero-dispersion wavelengths. The positive chirps, instead of zero or negative chirps, are recommended because self phase modulation and four-wave mixing can be facilitated by employing positive chirps. In contrast with the complicated and irregular spectrum generated by negative-chirped pulse, the spectrums generated by positive-chirped pulses are wider and much more regular. Moreover, the saturated length of the PCF, corresponding to the maximal spectrum width, can be shortened greatly and the efficiency of frequency conversion is also improved because of initial positive chirps. Nearly all the energy between the zero-dispersion wavelengths can be transferred to the normal dispersion region from the region within the two zero-dispersion wavelengths provided that the initial positive chirp is large enough.